Large language models have recently achieved state of the art performance across a wide variety of natural language tasks. Meanwhile, the size of these models and their latency have significantly increased, which makes their usage costly, and raises an interesting question: do language models need to be large? We study this question through the lens of model compression. We present a novel, structured pruning approach based on low rank factorization and augmented Lagrangian l 0 norm regularization. Our structured approach achieves significant inference speedups while matching or outperforming our unstructured pruning baseline at various sparsity levels. We apply our method to state of the art models on the enwiki8 dataset and obtain a 1.19 perplexity score with just 5M parameters, vastly outperforming a model of the same size trained from scratch. We also demonstrate that our method can be applied to language model fine-tuning by pruning the BERT model on several downstream classification benchmarks. 1
Introduction
Recent advances in language modeling have led to remarkable improvements on a variety of natural language tasks. These models, however, have grown increasingly large (Dai et al., 2019) , rendering them slow and costly. Through the use of model compression, we aim to reduce this overhead, and to better understand the role of model capacity in language models.
A common approach to model compression is known as weight pruning (Zhu and Gupta, 2017; Han et al., 2015) . Model weights are progressively removed, resulting in sparse matrices across the network. Earlier work focuses mostly on unstructured pruning, where weights are pruned individu-ally (Narang et al., 2017a; Zhu and Gupta, 2017) . While this method is effective, it results in unstructured sparse matrices that are difficult to support on common hardware (Han et al., 2016) , making it challenging to obtain inference speedups, despite a significant reduction in model size.
On the other hand, structured pruning (Narang et al., 2017b; Wen et al., 2017; imposes highly structured sparse weight matrices that can either directly use optimized dense linear algebra primitives or admit efficient implementations (Gray et al., 2017; . These techniques lead to significant speedup but tend to give lower performance than unstructured pruning with the same parameter budget, due to imposing larger constraints on the pruning process.
In order to alleviate these constraints, we propose a novel structured pruning technique, based on low-rank factorization and l 0 norm regularization (Louizos et al., 2017) . The low-rank factorization allows us to retain the dense structure of the matrices, while the l 0 regularization relaxes the constraints imposed from structured pruning, by allowing the network to choose which weights to remove. We factorize the weight matrices into the product of two smaller matrices, and set a diagonal mask between these two matrices. We prune the mask during training via l 0 regularization, and use an augmented Lagrangian approach inspired by (Bastings et al., 2019) to control the final sparsity level of the model. Our method, which we refer to as FLOP (Factorized L0 Pruning), is generic, and can be applied to any matrix multiplication.
Experimental results on language modeling and language understanding tasks with recurrent and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architectures indicate that our method either outperforms or matches the performance of state of the art unstructured pruning (Zhu and Gupta, 2017) , while also providing up to 2x speedup at inference. Our results also demonstrate that pruning larger models yields much higher performance than training a smaller model from scratch, shining a light on the role of model capacity in language modeling.
Related Work
Model compression has three main categories: weight pruning (Narang et al., 2017a; Zhu and Gupta, 2017) . knowledge distillation (Ba and Caruana, 2014; Hinton et al., 2015) , and quantization (Han et al., 2015) . Our work is focused on weight pruning, and is compatible with these other methods.
Most previous work only considers unstructured pruning based on magnitude (Zhu and Gupta, 2017; Frankle and Carbin, 2019) , or through variational dropout (Gale et al., 2019; Molchanov et al., 2017) . Our method aims to prune weights in a structured manner. (Louizos et al., 2017) proposes a relaxation of the l 0 regularization. We modify this method by first factorizing the weight matrices, and second, by using an Augmented Lagrangian method to control and anneal the target sparsity. Other works also attempt structured pruning but do not consider the l 0 regularization approach (Narang et al., 2017b; Wen et al., 2017; . (Voita et al., 2019 ) also uses l 0 regularization but prunes full attention heads in transformer models on machine translation benchmarks. Our method generalizes to any matrix multiplication through factorization and leverages Augmented Lagrangian methods to reach the target sparsity.
Recently there has been efforts in trying to compress the BERT model on downstream tasks. Such methods include knowledge distillation (Chia et al., 2019) . We show that weight pruning is also a viable option, and leave it to future work to combine these different methods.
Method
We begin by formulating model pruning as an endto-end learning problem, following the prior work of (Louizos et al., 2017) . In the subsequent sections, we introduce two novel revisions over this method, providing improved pruning performance and explicitly controlled model size after pruning.
3.1 Pruning via L 0 norm regularization Consider a given neural network model f (·; θ) parameterized by θ = {θ j } n j=1 , where each θ j represents an individual parameter weight or a block of weights (e.g. a column of a weight matrix) and n denotes the number of blocks. A pruning strategy of the model can be parameterized by introducing additional binary variables z = {z j } n j=1 such that z j ∈ {0, 1} and θ = θ z ∀jθ j = θ j z j .
Hereθ = {θ j } denotes the set of model parameters after pruning and its L 0 norm, θ 0 = n j=1 z j , measures the effective size of the pruned model.
The choice of binary variables z can be regulated by some prior distribution and optimized given the training data. That is, let q j (z) be the density function of the learnable prior of z j . The optimization objective during training can be formulated as minimizing the expected training loss
are training examples, L is the training loss function and λ > 0 is a constant hyper-parameter for L 0 norm regularization encouraging the model to be sparse. Note that in practice optimizing this objective is intractable due to the discrete nature of z j and an exponential number of 2 n choices.
The key to the method of (Louizos et al., 2017) , called the re-parameterization trick, enables z to be differentiable and jointly trained with the model parameter θ. Specifically, the random variables z are relaxed as continuous variables distributed within the interval [0, 1]. In addition, instead of learning the probability density function q j (z), the re-parameterization trick proposes to learn the inverse of the cumulative density function (CDF). Note that if G() is the inverse of CDF for a variable z, then z can be easily sampled by first sampling u ∼ U (0, 1) and computing z = G(u). Assuming the inverse CDF function is parameterized by some learnable parameters α = {α j } n j=1 and the function G(·; α) is differentiable, we obtain an overall end-to-end learning objective,
(2)
where u = {u 1 , · · · , u n } denotes the iid samples from the uniform distribution. Since z is now the output of the parameterized function G(·; α) and is used as an intermediate representation for the neural network (withθ = θ z), gradient based optimization method can perform gradient updates for θ and α.
Following the work of (Louizos et al., 2017) , we choose the Hard Concrete distribution for the random variables z = {z j }. The inverse of CDF G(·; α) of this distribution is defined as follows
where l < 0 and r > 1 are two constants used to 'stretch' the sigmoid outputs s into the interval (l, r), and the final outputs z are rectified into [0, 1]. The stretch-and-rectify process has the effect of assigning a good amount of probability mass on integer values {0, 1}, which makes it a good relaxation of the binary (Bernoulli) distribution. During training, we sample u and compute z and the loss L() for each training batch. The expected L 0 norm regularization can be separately computed via a close form
which is differentiable as well.
Structured pruning using factorization
A key choice is how we define parameter blocks θ 1 , · · · , θ n to achieve the most effective pruning results. One obvious method is to allow each individual parameter weight to be independently pruned. While this method often retains very strong performance after pruning, it produces unstructured sparse parameter matrices which require custom hardware or sparse linear algebra primitives in order to achieve a decent computation speed-up. Recent work have adopted structured pruning as a remedy. Consider a fully connected layer which performs a multiplication Wx for the input x. One popular method corresponds to adding the sparsity variables as a sparse diagonal matrix G = diag(z 1 , · · · , z |x| ) to the multiplication, i.e., WGx, where |x| denotes the number of rows in x. This effectively removes a subset of columns of W for column indices k with z k = 0. In practice, the structured pruning method can directly utilize the same dense linear algebra primitives (e.g. dense matrix multiplication) that are used in unpruned models. It also produces significant speedups at both training and inference time (by selecting a small subset of columns and performing multiplications given much smaller matrices). However, one limitation is that this structured pruning method tends to produce lower performance than its unstructured counterpart.
We propose a low-rank factorization of the weight matrix W and optimize to prune rank-1 components of the factorization. That is, we reparameterize and factorize the matrix W into the product of two smaller matrices P and Q, i.e., W = P Q. Let r be the number of columns of P (or equivalently the number of rows of Q), p k and q k be the k-th column of P and k-th row of Q respectively. Since W is the sum of r rank-1 components p k q k , we achieve structured pruning by introducing a pruning variable z k for each component
where G = diag(z 1 , · · · , z r ) is again the diagonal matrix of pruning variables. Intuitively, learning the factorization has the potential of keeping the most effective rank-1 components, and thereby better preserve the model performance. In addition, after training, only columns and rows corresponding to non-zero diagonal values need to be stored, resulting in much smaller (but still dense) matrices P and Q. The nonzero values of G can be absorbed into either P or Q. The computation boils down to a dense matrix multiply of two smaller matrices at inference time, maximizing efficiency on current hardware. Unlike unstructured pruning, we need not store the indices of the sparse weights, resulting in better memory savings.
Sparsity control using Augmented Lagrangian
The training objective (2) consists of an L 0 regularization λ θ 0 to promote weight pruning. One limitation of this regularization is the lack of effective control on the size of the pruned model. For instance, we observe that training runs of the same λ could converge to very different model sizes when using slightly different learning rates or pruning schedules. This can be problematic because a desired model size or parameter budget is often needed in many real-world applications. We make use of an Augmented Lagrangian method to overcome this training limitation. Let t be the target model size and s(α) be the expected model size determined by the Hard Concrete parameter α. Note s(α) can be computed based on Eq (3) by multiplying E [z j > 0] with the size of the j-th parameter block. The Augmented Lagrangian method imposes an equality constraint s(α) = t by introducing a violation penalty,
where λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ R are two Lagrangian multipliers that will be jointly updated during training. The overall training optimization is an adversarial game,
The updates of λ 1 and λ 2 would always increase the training loss unless the equality constraint is met, which in our case gives us the desired model size.
Similar (and other) Lagrangian relaxation methods have been explored in other NLP problems (Bastings et al., 2019; Martins et al., 2011) . We adopt a quadratic penalty variant and demonstrate its effectiveness for structured pruning.
Implementation details
At the start of pruning, we gradually increase the target sparsity t at a linear rate. That is, given the desired sparsity t max , we set the sparsity at k-th pruning iteration as
where m is a hyperparameter specifying the number of sparsity annealing steps.
During training, we compute the gradients with respect to θ, α as well as the Lagrangian multipliers λ 1 , λ 2 . We perform joint gradient updates for the parameters and Lagrangian multipliers at every iteration, but use and tune a different learning rate for Lagrangian multipliers. For each training batch, we sample the pruning mask z = {z 1 , · · · , z n } and share it across the training examples within the batch. Since the pruning mask is shared, we can select parameters that are only active for the current batch and compute smaller matrix multiplications in forward and backward passes. This can result in training speedup when z becomes sparse.
Results
Here we comprehensively benchmark the performance of our method on language modeling and classification tasks with different neural network architectures. Since FLOP targets the weight matrix of a fully-connected (FC) layer, it in principle supports any architecture with FC layers. All training is performed using NVIDIA V100-SXM2 GPUs. All inference timing measurements are done using a single thread on an Intel Xeon E5-2686 CPU @ 2.30GHz.
Character-level language modeling
Dataset We use the enwik8 dataset, one of the standard benchmarks for character-level language modeling. The dataset contains 100M bytes of data taken from Wikipedia. Following standard practice, we use the first 90M as training data and the remaining 10M for evaluation, split evenly as the development and test sets.
Setup
We evaluate FLOP and all baseline methods on two recent neural network architectures, SRU (Lei et al., 2018) and Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019; Vaswani et al., 2017) . We extend their implementation to support structured pruning. We re-use the training configurations and only tune the hyper-parameters of the pruning methods.
We experiment with the two baseline methods:
• Dense Model: directly trains dense (unpruned) models of smaller model sizes.
• AGP (unstructured): one of the state-ofthe-art approaches which gradually prunes parameters based on the weight magnitude (Zhu and Gupta, 2017) . • AGP (structured): the original AGP method prunes individual weights. We also experiment with another variant similar to our method by factorizing W = PGQ and controlling the sparsity of the diagonal matrix G.
We use the existing implementation provided by the public Nervana Distiller library (Zmora et al., 2018) for the AGP method. We conduct ablation analyses and report the results of additional pruning variants of FLOP in Section 5.
SRU results
Following the practice of (Lei et al., 2018) , we train a 6-layer SRU model using a batch size of 64 and an unroll length of 256. We use a hidden size of 3056 and set the initial rank r of the parameter matrices to 512. That is, we replace each weight matrix W in SRU using an explicit factorization PQ with an inner dimension of 512. We train the model without pruning for 30 epochs as a model warmup, and start pruning for a maximum of 100 epochs. Table 1 (a) presents the results of FLOP as well as the baseline methods. The results conform to our expectations and to the results reported in previous work -pruning a large model is consistently better than training a small dense model from scratch. Furthermore, FLOP exceeds the performance of the unstructured AGP method at all sparsity levels tested. For instance, we achieve a loss of 0.01 bits-per-character (BPC) (less than 1% relative performance) using 30% of the parameters, while the AGP baseline has a loss of 0.04 BPC.
FLOP can easily achieve significant computation speedup because of structured pruning. During training, FLOP obtains a training speedup ranging from 1.6x to 2.4x for the sparsity levels tested. As shown in Table 2 , similar speedups are observed at inference time using CPUs: 1.7x speedup at 70% sparsity and 2.2x at 90% sparsity. On the contrary, the computation of unstructured sparse matrices are harder to optimize. For models obtained using unstructured AGP, we experimented with the sparse matrix multiplication rou- (Paszke et al., 2017 ) and a recent linear algebra compiler (Kjolstad et al., 2017) , but were unable to achieve a speedup. We further examine the breakdown in inference execution time in Figure 1 . The computation of SRU is dominated by two operations, the matrix multiplication and the fused recurrent cell operation. As shown in the figure, the matrix multiplication is the main bottleneck before pruning, while the recurrent cell operation becomes the bottleneck after pruning. Indeed, the matrix multiplication time decreases linearly with the parameter count, highlighting the effectiveness of our structured pruning.
Transformer results For the Transformer-XL architecture, we use the 12-layer model in (Dai et al., 2019) , consisting of 41M parameters in total. We introduce pruning for each of the key, query and value matrices in the self-attention layers, as well as in the feed-forward layers. For factorization based pruning, we choose the starting rank r for each weight matrix such that the total number of multiplications remain the same as the original unfactored model 2 . We prune the Transformer-XL model to 80% and 90% sparsity levels. Similar to the SRU model, we train smaller dense models that match (or exceed) the parameter count of the pruned model for each pruned model, by reducing the number of layers and/or the model/inner dimensions. Again, we use unstructured AGP as an additional baseline.
Table 1 (b) shows the pruning results. Again, both pruning methods significantly outperform training small dense models from scratch. Our method achieves results on par with the unstructured pruning baseline, being marginally worse at 90% sparsity but slightly better at 80% sparsity.
As shown in Table 3 , our pruned Transformer-XL models achieve 1.5-1.6x inference speedup. The relative gain is smaller than that of SRU. This is because matrix multiplication only represents around 40 % of the total computation in Transformer-XL inference, whereas the remainder is made up by mostly the softmax, layer norm and attention computations. Similar to SRU, we observe linear acceleration for matrix multiplication due to pruning, but the softmax and other computation dominate the inference time eventually. The breakdown of inference time is shown in Figure 1 .
Fine-tuning BERT on classification tasks
We further demonstrate that our method can also be applied to language model fine-tuning on downstream tasks. In this experiment, we use the RoBERTa base model which has recently achieved state of art performance across a variety of natural language understanding tasks.
Since the model was pretrained without matrix factorization, we first compute the singular value decomposition of each matrix in the network that we aim to prune. We then introduce the pruning Table 5 : Comparison between factorization-based pruning (PGQx) and input feature pruning (WGx) using the 6-layer SRU model. We show the byte per character (BPC) at different sparsity levels and the relative loss of performance compared to the unpruned model. Our PGQx approach results in less decrease in relative performance. mask in between the resulting factored matrices. Note that this procedure temporarily increases the total number of parameters. We compare here the final number of parameters to the initial number pre-factorization.
Our results are shown in in Table 4 . We are able to conserve nearly 99% of the performance while reducing the number of parameters by 35%. Our target sparsity level is limited by the fact that the embedding layers consist of a significant portion of the remaining parameters. We believe that higher levels of sparsity could be obtained by also factorizing the embedding layer, similar to (Lan et al., 2019) .
Analysis
In this section, we perform an analysis of several aspects of our method.
Factorization Previous work has shown the effectiveness of the L 0 regularization by pruning input features, an approach we refer to as WGx, where G is the pruning mask. We hypothesize that pruning the input dimensions is a more restrictive form of pruning and show that our factorization strategy, PGQX, generally yields better results 3 .
To this end, we train the 6-layer SRU models without weight matrix factorization and compare their performance against that with factorization. This gives us a model with hidden size 1536 if we set the total number of parameter similar to the original model. The original model has a hidden size of 3056 since low-rank factorization reduces the model size. To avoid unfair comparison, we also train a large model with hidden size 2048 containing 66M parameters in total. This model obtains 1.25 BPC which is on par with the original model used in previous experiments. Table 5 summarizes the pruning performance between our factorization method and the previous input pruning method. We show the BPC at different sparsity levels and the relative loss of performance compared to the model with no pruning. These results are consistent with our hypothesis -factorization based pruning is able to retain relative model performance much more effectively than input feature pruning. Our method also achieves better absolute results while using less parameters. Figure 2 demonstrates the training dynamics of the HardConcrete distribution. We plot the histogram of HardConcrete parameters α after every few thousands of training iterations. A negative value of α indicate the associated parameter is likely to be pruned while a pos- itive value indicate the opposite. The magnitude of the value reflects the certainty of the pruning decision. As illustrated by the figure, the distribution of α becomes bi-modal after initial exploration. Certain parameters within each layer are completely pruned while others are kept with (almost) absolute certainty. In addition, the dynamics vary across different layers. For instance, for SRU the first recurrent layer gets pruned more aggressively than the last layer.
Learning dynamics
Sparsity at different layers An natural question to ask is how pruning affects different parts of the network. We show in Figure 3 that layers closer to the final output tend to be pruned less aggressively. This effect is clearly visible for the SRU architecture. For the Transformer model, while a downwards trend is also visible, the correlation isn't as strong, especially for self-attention layers.
The variability in the sparsity levels of different layers hint at a strength of the L 0 regularization method. The network is free to choose to allocate different parameter budgets to different layers. This is in contrast to most other pruning approaches where the sparsity level of each layer has to be specified (Han et al., 2015; He et al., 2018) . This could partly explain why our method is able to match or beat magnitude-based baselines in our experiments. Impact of sparsity annealing We found target sparsity annealing to be essential to good performance. Figure 4 shows the BPC given a few different numbers of annealing steps. We see that the run with the most annealing steps (i.e. 64K) exhibits a much smoother sparsity growing curve, and a clear improvement on BPC given the slower and smoother sparsification. This fits our intuition, as a neural network should be given sufficient time to explore and adjust to an increasing sparsity.
Conclusion
In this work, we present a novel structured pruning method based on low-rank factorization and l 0 regularization. We systematically evaluate the performance of this method on large language models. We show that our method can provide significant speedups and compression rates on large state-ofthe-art models while losing minimal performance, compared to unstructured magnitude pruning.
This work contributes to reducing the growing overhead of large language models, and shines a light on the role of model capacity in language modeling. In particular, we show that it is possible to build small models of very high performance through compression, which vastly outperform models of the same size trained from scratch. This suggests that the success of large language models is not only due to a higher model capacity but also to better optimization (Melis et al., 2018) .
